
 

Representation: 

Your assignment is to create a simple, grid-based robot simulator. Within the simulator, the robot is 

represented by four characters whose vertices indicate the robot’s orientation in the simulated world: 

‘^’ (facing north), ‘v’ (facing south), ‘>’ (facing east), and ‘<’ (facing west). 
 

The robot dwells in a grid world, represented by a two-dimensional matrix consisting of open spaces 

(represented by ‘.’) and impassable walls (represented by ‘#’). An example 10 × 10 grid world map may 

be initialized in MATLAB as follows: 
 

gridworld = ['v........ ' 
'.#####....' 
'.....#.###' 
'####...###' 
'...##.##..' 
'......#.G.' 
'#..#####..' 
'...#... #.' 
'.###.#....' 
'.....##...']; 
 

Note that the robot in the above grid world is located in the location (1, 1) and is currently facing south. 

Additionally, the character ‘G’ represents a navigational goal for a game that the user may play (see 

below). 
 

Navigation: 

To control the robot, the simulator must receive inputs from the user to rotate right, rotate left, or 

move forward. When rotating right or left, the robot remains in the same location, but the robot 

symbol must be updated to indicate a change in orientation. When moving forward, the simulator must 

examine the square to which the robot is moving. If the square is an open space, the robot location 

should be updated. If the square is an impassible wall, the robot should remain in the same location. 

Finally, if the robot attempts to move outside the bounds of the grid world matrix, the robot has fallen 

off the edge of the world. 
 

Game: 

The robot simulator serves as the platform for a navigation game. The user’s goal is to successfully 

navigate the robot through the grid world to reach a goal (represented by ‘G’) in the least number of 

moves possible. For each command (rotate right, rotate left, or move forward) given by the user, 

increment and display a movement counter. If the user crashes into a wall, display a message (e.g., 

‘OUCH!’) and add five to the movement counter as a penalty. Once the robot successfully reaches the 

goal, the user has won the game. Display the user’s final movement score. The only way for the user to 

lose the game is by driving the robot off the edge of the world. When this occurs, inform the user and 

terminate the program.



Details: 

When controlling the robot, the user must be given the option to quit the program at any time by typing 

‘Q’. Make the program case insensitive and handle any invalid inputs by prompting the user to enter a 

valid input. Note that if the user fails to enter a character when prompted and simply presses the 

<Enter> key, the resulting input received is an empty array ([ ]). Empty arrays may cause errors for 

logical operators. Your program must not produce an error in these situations. To handle such 

situations, consider using the isempty( ) logical function. 
 

To make the robot appear as if it is moving around a stationary world, use clc to clear the Command 

Window immediately followed by disp to display the grid world map with the updated location of the 

robot. If done correctly, the new map appears in the same location as the previous map. The only 

change noticed by the user should be the robot’s movement from one square to the next. 

 


